
Enquiry-based Learning and its Constructive Framework at DPS
Jaipur

So what IS Enquiry-based Learning?

Enquiry-based Learning is the kind of learning whereby rather than simply
absorbing dictated fact, a student asks QUESTIONS of a topic to arrive at her
or his own conclusions within a particular discipline; and through this active
engagement, the student is offered ownership and investment in their own
active research and learning.

Knowledge and understanding are more readily retained because they have
been sought out, grappled with and often been contextualized via a student’s
personal experience of a subject or discipline.

We live in a world in which the ability to work interdependently yet with a
degree of personal autonomy, initiative and drive are more valued than those



which demonstrate imperfect imitation and copy-paste style lack-lustre
engagement.

The performers of our world who best succeed are those life-long learners
who continue to enquire, question, problem solve and direct change
accordingly.

At DPS Jaipur, we too embrace the philosophy of enquiry, curiosity, constant
thirst for knowledge and research-based study.

At DPS Jaipur, we consider our teaching professionals as facilitators and
enabling educators, who support our students in becoming the responsible
and autonomous leaders of tomorrow’s world.

Our students formulate their own research topics and are self-motivated by
their ideas, questions and lines of enquiry.



This empowers them to become confident leaders and guides of the future.

● Fundamentally, our students are more engaged with their learning.
Learning is perceived as being more relevant to their own needs, thus
they are enthusiastic and ready to learn.

● Students can expand on what they have learned by following their own
research interests.

● EBL allows students to develop a more flexible approach to their
studies, giving them the freedom and the responsibility to organize
their own pattern of work within the time constraints of the task.

So ask a question this very day: join us on the learning journey that never
ends and constantly involves us, every step of the way.

If you have enjoyed this post, please be in touch with your enquiries about
DPS Jaipur.  We will be happy to guide you.


